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Abstract 

The project consists in the design of a concrete 3D printer that would originally be 
used for manufacturing street furniture. It is divided into two main parts which are the 
frame and software design. 
The structure where the robot is attached to has to follow some requirements to make 
it as flexible as possible. Transportation and stiffness are probably the most important 
facts to take into account in the design as long as the printing area is also satisfied. 
The solution found is to design a frame made out of aluminum extrusion that is light, 
stiff and compact enough to be able to be moved and print without any preparation 
required. 
Regarding the software, it has been developed using the well known program 
MATLAB. In this platform a few steps have been followed to process STL  files and 1

generate the RAPID code used on ABB Robotstudio. Once the STL files have been 
read and their data has been stored a slicing algorithm divides the CAD  design into 2

many layers. Then all solid areas of the drawing are identified and an algorithm starts 
analyzing the Hamiltonian paths/cycles on every layer. Finally, the data collected is 
translated in RAPID and stored into a TXT file. 
An additional DOF  has also been added to increase the printing volume. It is a linear 3

motion device which moves the robot along the x axis. The idea is that the control is 
done with a micro controller unit that interacts with the robot’s cabinet to indicate 
how far the robot platform should move. This new device would be called when the 
software detects the robot is reaching a singular point (a joint out of range). 

Keywords:  
Robotics 
3D printing 
Concrete 
Manufacturing 
Mechatronics 

Stereolithography1

 Computer-aided design2

 Degree of freedom3
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Sammanfattning 

Additivt tillverkning är en teknik som kommer att få en hel del uppmärksamhet. 
Dess potentiella användningsområden är oändliga. Som studenter ser vi det som vår 
plikt att utveckla denna teknik. 

Av den anledningen har vi tagit ett steg framåt. Istället för att använda plast som 
skrivarmaterial ändrade vi det till betong. Detta material är det vanligaste i 
byggbranschen nuförtiden så det kan göra stor skillnad i hastighet, flexibilitet och 
komplexitet när man bygger. Det finns redan hus 3D-skrivare som har använts i Kina 
så denna revolution har redan startat. 

Vårt projekt bestod av en betong-3D-skrivare som skulle användas för att tillverka 
parkbänkar. För detta ändamål användes modell IRB 140 från ABB. Den styr 
extrudern och bestämmer skrivvägen. Roboten är monterad i en ram som har 
utformats särskilt för skrivaren. Den är gjord av aluminium och kan flyttas vart som 
helst som kan ses i Figur 1. 

Figur 1 Skrivaren 

Eftersom syftet med projektet är att skriva ut stolen i figur 1.1 och robotens räckvidd 
är ganska liten, lades en extra frihetsgrad till. Vi utformade en linjär rörelse som kan 
röra sig längs x-axeln för att utöka robotens räckvidd. Den viktigaste faktorn vid 
utskrift är att vi på förhand inte kan avgöra om detaljen kommer att kunna skrivas ut. 
Även om det som ska skrivas ut ligger inom intervallet kan vi inte garantera dess 
utskrift eftersom det finns tre frihetsgrader som redan bestäms av robotens 
orientering. Detta faktum minskar robotens räckvidd och gör det svårt att förutsäga 
en framgångsrik utskrift. Senare i projektet insåg vi att en framtida förbättring för att 
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undvika denna osäkerhet skulle kunna vara att genomföra ett omvänt kinematik-
koncept och upprepa med den linjära rörelse-enheten när roboten inte kunde nå vissa 
punkter.  

För att styra robotens rörelse har vi utformat en speciell mjukvara baserad på den 
som används i vanliga 3D-skrivare. MATLAB har varit plattformen som används för 
att utveckla denna programvara eftersom det kräver en hel del planering och grafiska 
funktioner. Först läser programmet en STL-fil och lagrar data från utformningen. 
Efter denna process, skär vi designen genom att generera parallella plan till z = 0 och 
lagra deras skärningspunkter med varje triangel från STL-filen. Sedan följer vi tre 
steg: diskretisering, hitta Hamilton väg / cykel och genomföra algoritmen. Det första 
steget översätter den visuella informationen till binär genom att spara den i en matris. 
Det andra är framställningen av själva algoritmen. Den ser möjliga banor där varje 
fast punkt bara besöks en gång (Hamiltonian väg / cykel). Detta villkor garanterar att 
betong kontinuerligt deponeras och att dess mekaniska egenskaper optimeras. Det 
sista steget följer banan och alstrar RAPID koden som används för roboten att röra 
sig. I Figur 2 är det möjligt att se ett exempel på en bearbetad plan där den röda 
linjen är den simulerade banan som roboten kommer att följa. 

Figur 2 Robot bana 
Vi har kommit fram till att skrivaren inte riktigt fungerar som en 3D-utskrifter. Dess 
tillverkningsteknik är närmare "contour crafting", som är en teknik som börjar få 
betydelse vid utveckling av betongkonstruktioner. Därför tror vi att skrivaren ska 
användas som ett konceptutvecklingsverktyg eftersom dess räckvidd är ganska liten 
för utskrift av gatumöbler. Ändå kan många framtida förbättringar utvecklas för att nå 
detta mål, till exempel utöka räckvidden genom att byta till en större manipulator eller 
att använda sig av ett kartesiskt- eller delta-konfiguration istället för en robotarm.  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1. Introduction 

Engineering comes along with creating and implementing ideas. Designing is 
constrained by our brain, which depends on the knowledge and inspiration acquired. 
However, implementing something new depends on technology so in order to 
advance further in research rapid manufacturing is essential.  
Over the last 3 decades, 3D printing has acquire a big importance among rapid 
prototyping for its time saving, flexibility and simplicity. It even has a very high 
efficiency as it wastes almost no material. Nowadays it is still a young technology 
that is gaining importance but in the future it can have infinite uses. New materials 
are being tested besides plastic to implement this new developing tool in different 
domains. This project is part of that transition.  
Concrete 3D printing is starting to take off. In this scope, this master thesis is pushing 
that research by developing a street furniture 3D printer. Today we might see its 
footprint in the street but tomorrow it might be in houses, cars or even planes.  

1.1. Aims 

The main goal is to use the printer for street furniture manufacturing. In order to 
accomplish that objective, a chair of 400x400 mm on the base, 400 mm high and an 
extra 300 mm height on the backrest has been designed. In Figure 1.1 the design is 
shown. 

Figure 1.1 Chair dimensions 
It is obvious that the design is not the final product. After the print a wooden plank 
needs to be added to actually acquire the functionality of a chair. 
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1 Introduction 

1.2. Project Overview 
Since the project consists in developing a portable concrete 3D printer a specific 
frame, hardware and software have been designed. All three elements need to work 
synchronized in order to guarantee a good quality print. 
The frame has been designed so the robot is mounted upside down. Made out of 
aluminum extrusion it can handle stress and elongation due to the robot’s weight. In 
addition, heavy duty wheels are implemented to make it portable. 
On the hardware side, the robot is the main character. However since its range is   
limited a 7th DOF has been added. A linear motion device magnifies its range and 
thus makes it able to printer larger pieces. 
The software is considered the most important part of this project. It has been 
specially designed from scratch using MATLAB due to the printer’s particular 
constraints. Normal plastic 3D printers use G-code language and can discontinuously  
print. Nevertheless the ABB IRB 140 robot uses RAPID language and, since concrete 
is not recommended to be stopped in the middle of the print, a new path algorithm has 
been designed.  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2. The frame design 

In this section the frame design is explained in detail. After reading it the reader will 
be familiar with the constrains and limitations on the printer’s range. 

2.1. ABB IRB 140 - The robot 
The robot ABB IRB 140 together with its IRC5  are the main body of the printer. In 4

this section details from both of them are explained so the reader acquires a deeper 
knowledge of the robot. 
The IRB 140 (Figure 2.1) is an industrial robot used for automated purposes. Its 
common applications are: 

Arc welding 
Assembly 
Cleaning or spraying 
Machine tending 
Material handling 
Packing 
Deburring 

Figure 2.1 ABB IRB 140 

The specifications can be found in Appendix A. It will be useful for the reader to 
check them from time to time to keep up with the following explanations. 

 It stands for the name of the robot controller4
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2 The frame design 

2.2. Overall requirements 
The printer in this project is very particular. It works with a robotic arm instead of 
using the common cartesian or delta formation concept [1] and the material used is 
concrete so it is far from the original concept. Furthermore, the dimensions that the 
printer needs to deal with are way bigger than the usual prototyping 3D printers. 
These are the main reasons why a frame has been designed. 
During the design many factors have been taken into account: 

- Range 
- Transportability 
- Stiffness 
- Safety 

2.2.1. Range 
The printing volume has to be big enough to print the goal of the thesis. It is very 
important to find out the best robot positioning so the range is as efficient as possible. 
In Figure 3.2 the robot range is graphically shown. 

Figure 2.2 ABB IRB 140 working range [2, figure 3] 
Since joint 1 (the robot base) can rotate 360º (appendix A) the range can be seen close 
to a hollow sphere. Once the range is known it is important to check if the aimed 
chair can fit on it. Figure 2.3 shows a recreation where the chair can be seen within 
the range.  
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2 The frame design 

Figure 2.3 Chair within the robot’s range 
Though the chair can be seen fitting inside the range, that information is not enough 
to guarantee the target will be built. The robot has 6 DOF but since it is working as a 
3D printer there are 3 DOF that are already defined for the orientation. Unless tests or 
inverse kinematics are applied it is very hard to guarantee that the chair will be built. 
For that reason, the positioning of the robot is a very important matter. Its position 
needs to make the most of its range. For that reason, three different conformations 
have been considered for the design. Figure 2.4 shows the robot range when 
positioned at 0º, 90º and 180º from the ground. 

Figure 2.4 The robot range according to its mounting angle of 0º, 90º and 180º  
[2, figure 3] 

At 0º mounting angle the frame design would be the easiest since the robot just needs 
to be supported on a platform. However the main disadvantage comes with its range 
efficiency. The chair fits in the range but thinking a bit further, if larger pieces need to 
be built the range is not suitable for printing rectangular pieces.  
At 90º mounting angle the frame becomes harder to be designed for dynamical 
reasons. The robot needs to have a very strong attachment to overcome the 
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2 The frame design 

momentum generated when the robot stretches its arm. Furthermore, the frame needs 
to be able to compensate the robot’s weight and guarantee a good stability. 
At 180º the robot can be supported by a vertical frame. The advantage of that design 
is that it is able to print longer pieces so it takes more profit out of its range. 
Finally the 3rd option has been chosen for having a better optimization of the robot 
range and for being able to print longer pieces which is how most street furniture 
looks like. 

2.2.2. Transportability 
The printer and its controller need to be fully portable. That means that wheels or 
another kind of motion needs to be added for the frame to be able to move around. 
Within this constraint fitting between doors, lifts or trailers is implicit and needs to be 
satisfied, therefore the frame cannot be wider than 90cm. In Figure 2.5 and example 
of the first buildings steps shows that the frame is able to fit between the doors. 

Figure 2.5 The frame base fitting between a door 

2.2.3. Stiffness 
The robot has its accuracy but it can only be satisfied if the frame is stiff enough to 
overcome the arm dynamics. It is important to note that the printer needs to have free 
space in order to work within its range. However, that matter compromises its 
stiffness.  
The fact that no lateral bars were added made the frame very shaky sideways. That 
fact leaded to the implementation of lateral bars along both sides without 
compromising its range as it can be seen in Figure 2.6. 
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2 The frame design 

Figure 2.6 Final frame design 

2.2.4. Safety 
Features considering safety need to be applied since the robot can be very dangerous. 
Its weight is 98kg and it can reach speeds of 1m/s, thus protecting both the robot and 
people has to be prioritized. 
The bars supporting the robot shown in Figure 2.7 have been simulated to guarantee a 
good robot performance and safety factor under the robot’s weight. 

Figure 2.7 Simulation of one of the bars supporting the robot 
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2 The frame design 

The bars are made out of aluminum extrusion. In Table 2.1 mechanical data used in 
the simulation can be found.  

Table 2.1 Mechanical data 

Although the robot’s weight is 98kg and is supported with two bars, the simulation 
shown in Figure 2.8 has been analyzed with double the load. Since the yield point on 
Table 2.1 is 200MPa and the critical point in the simulation is around 89MPa the 
safety factor is: 

  !   (1) 

Nevertheless, the simulation is done with double the weight it should be so the safety 
factor calculated in equation 1 should be the double, around 4,5. 
Considering the robot attachment, it is one of the most important parts of the frame 
since it is going to transmit the robot’s weight into the supporting bars from the 
frame. The attachment design can be seen in Figure 2.8. 

Figure 2.8 The robot attachment 
It consists in a 1cm thick steel platform with 10 M8 screws of 8.8 quality that attach 
the frame bars with this stiff plank. Three M12 screws of the same quality are used to 
attach the robot into the platform. The upper row is the one on the right and the one 
below the one in the left. This consideration is important so the reader can follow the 
next explanations. 

Young modulus [MPa] 70.000

Yield point [MPa] 200

Ultimate strength [MPa] 230

Elongation 12%

sf = 200MPa
89MPa

= 2,25
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2 The frame design 

In order to calculate the stress supported by the screws some calculations considering 
weight and momentum have been done. The worse case possible to consider is when 
the robotic arm is stretched at its maximum. Figure 2.9 shows the dynamics of the 
system considering that situation.  

Figure 2.9 Worse case considered 
The bar in Figure 2.9 simulates de robot arm completely stretched and is 810mm 
long. For that situation the weight supported by the screws is 980N but the 
momentum can be calculated as follows in equation 2. 

!  (2) 

That means that the screws have an additional stress coming from the momentum to 
satisfy the static problem. The row on the right though happens to have a greater 
stress because the force that needs to bear to overcome the momentum is added to the 
stress from the weight. Equation 3 and 4 show the stress per screw handled on both 
rows. 
!  (3) 

!  (4) 

!   (5) 

Regarding equations 3 and 4 the term on the denominator 0,05 on the “momentum” 
part corresponds to the distance between the screws to the application of the 
momentum. Another important fact is that a positive force has the same direction of 
the gravity while a negative has an opposite direction. As it can be expected, the 
screws on the right row are handling a larger force. Equation 5 shows the traction 
resistance of every 8.8 quality screw without applying any safety factor[3],[4]. The 
safety factor is calculated in equation 6. 

!     (6) 

momentum = 980N
0,81m

*(0,81m)2 + 60N *0,81= 842Nm

stress_ right _ row = 842Nm
10*0,05m

(momentum)+ 980
10

(traction)+ 100
10
(attachment _weight) = 1792N

stress_ left _ row = − 842Nm
10*0,05m

(momentum)+ 980
10

(traction)+ 100
10
(attachment _weight) = −1576N

traction_ res_ screw = 0,9*800*36,638 = 26377N

sf = 26377N
1792N

= 14,7
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2 The frame design 

The safety factor is actually very high, even more than usual [5] but since the robot is 
very expensive and further development will be done it is better to have a wide 
margin for future changes. An important remark is that the robot is not going to move 
faster than 10-20mm/s. If it happened to move faster further calculations on the 
attachment should be done to ensure safety on the structure. 

2.3. Linear motion setup 
Since the project is going to be developed further in the future, a printer able to print 
larger pieces of street furniture can save time when it comes to redesigning the 
structure. The linear motion device that has been implemented takes that idea into 
account so that the printer gains more functionality. 
A design of a linear motion device has been considered since the available devices on 
the market were too expensive, were taking too long to get them and were too 
accurate. In Figure 2.10 the actual linear motion can be seen. 

Figure 2.10 The linear motion device 
The setup is composed by four wheels that slide along the aluminum extrusion on the 
base and another four wheels that slide along the top bar. That setup guarantees a 
linear motion with minimized friction along the x axis. The motion is transmitted with 
a threaded rod attached to a DC motor. Two pieces attached to the moving structure 
have a threaded hole each which transmit the linear motion every time the motor is 
on. 
Regarding the rod, it measures around 1 meter which is pretty long so deflections 
have to be prevented. For that reason a supporting piece with a bearing has been 
added on the motor opposite side as can be seen in Figure 2.11. 
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2 The frame design 

Figure 2.11 End attachment 

2.4. Frame dimensions 
Figure 2.12 shows the final dimensions of the frame in mm. 

Figure 2.12 Frame dimensions 

As it can be seen the height is a bit more than a meter and a half and its width is lower 
than 90cm so it will be able to fit between the doors and therefore will be fully 
transportable. In addition the volume area is also showed, being 910x676x1384,5mm. 
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3 The linear motion  

3. The Linear motion 

Besides the robot, a linear motion device has been implemented to be able to increase 
the printing range.  

3.1 Design 
The 7th DOF needed to satisfy many constraints so that it worked synchronized with 
the other 6 DOF: 

- Constant speed: it needs to guarantee that the material is deposited at the same 
speed as the robotic arm is programed, thus a controller should most likely be 
implemented. 

- Synchronization: the linear motion device needs to be able to communicate with 
the robot and synchronize its motion. A communication protocol should be 
implemented to satisfy this requirement. 

- Accuracy: a certain level of accuracy is needed to make sure the prints have a 
certain quality. 

With these enumerated concepts it is possible to start designing the control board that 
is going to perform all these actions. The board will need: 

- an LCD  display connection: implementing an LCD is one of the firsts steps. It 5

works both as an informative and debugging tool. 
- a connection for an encoder: it will sense the rotation of the motor and will 

provide feedback to guarantee a certain level of accuracy. 
- a connection with the IRC5 cabinet: this connection will make the 

communication between the robot controller and the board possible. 
- a driver for the motor: that tool is essential to accurately control the speed of the 

motor using PWM . 6

Following these instructions the board has been design as can be seen in Figure 3.1. 

 Liquid-crystal display5

 Pulse width modulation6
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3 The linear motion 

Figure 3.1 Control board design 
Figure 3.2 shows the board once finished. It has to be mentioned that the design of the 
real board was not originally the same. Many mistakes were found later on while 
adding and connecting the components but they were immediately corrected. Figure 
3.1 shows the board design with all corrections posteriorly made. 

Figure 3.2 Finished control board 

3.1.1. Micro Controller Unit (MCU) 
The AVR attiny84 is the brain that controls all processes. It decides what to display on 
the LCD, how to process the signal from the cabinet and when to control the motor 
according to the encoder readings. These features are possible when a program is 
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3 The linear motion  

loaded and that is why an ISP  is needed. In Figure 3.1 connector2-3 shows the 7

connection that the ISP is using to load programs and access the micro controller. 
Regarding the software behind the MCU, AVR provides its users with a specific 
software to program the micro controllers. The program Atmel Studio 6.2 has been 
used to develop the linear motion system and it has been coded in C language[6-9]. 

3.1.2. LCD display 
Whenever a LCD display is connected two different modes can be chosen: 4 bit or 8 
bit mode. The main difference between both modes is the transfer speed [10]. The 8 
bit mode has a faster transfer rate than the other one but it also needs 4 more data pins 
to be linked with the micro controller. In this project, the MCU pin usage has more 
importance than the speed transfer so the 4 bit mode has been chosen. 
For the 4 bit mode, 6 pins from the MCU are required to control all 4 data pins and 
the E and RS pins. They correspond to the “Enable” and the “Register Select” pins 
and are required to initialize and handle characters and strings. The “Read/Write” pin 
does not need a connection to the MCU because the LCD is used as an informative 
tool and therefore it will be always used in writing mode only. 
Other hardware considerations required are the potentiometer connection and the 
background LED . The potentiometer controls the contrast on the screen and adapts it 8

to have a clear display of the data. On the other hand, the background LED is an 
optional feature that intensifies the visibility of the displayed information. 
Considering the software, an LCD display is not so trivial to initialize or read/write. 
However, by downloading some already made libraries from ElectroSome [11] made 
it very easy to write characters and strings because high level functions were defined. 

3.1.3. The encoder 
The encoder is a tool used to sense rotational positions and speeds. It is common in 
closed loop systems to control signals such as voltage [12]. This tool works by 
sending pulses when it is rotating to a connected device such a micro controller. 
Every encoder has a specified amount of pulses per revolution and that specifies its 
accuracy. The one used on this project has two channels and sends 48 pulses per 
revolution and channel. The reason of having two different outputs is that the micro 
controller then is able to sense the direction of rotation. 
The encoder has been attached on the opposite end of the motor. Figure 3.3 shows the  
encoder on the position mentioned. 

 In-system programming7

 Light-emitting diode8
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3 The linear motion 

Figure 3.3 Encoder placement 
The connection between the encoder and the micro controller has been done as shown 
in Figure 3.1 (connector1). A connector of 4 pins uses 2 pins to power up the encoder 
and two other pins that are used as inputs (from the MCU perspective) to detect the 
triggering signals from the rotary sensor. Two capacitors are connected to each output 
to prevent high frequency noise to disturb the readings. 

3.1.4. IRC5 connection 
The connection between the cabinet and the board is one of the most complex parts of 
the section. Some communication needs to be linked between both parts to enable the 
linear motion and transmit the distance the robot needs to move along the x axis. 
The cabinet is provided with a digital output and input module. In addition, RAPID 
code has some high level functions regarding the digital module. A function such as 
PulseDO [13] generates a pulse on an output digital signal. It can be very useful to 
connect a digital output from the IRC5 to the board and detect the signal changes 
between time intervals. In other words, a communication protocol can be designed by 
sensing the binary voltage signal coming from the cabinet. This binary code can then 
uncoded and transformed into a decimal number. This way the MCU knows the 
distance the linear device needs to move. 
The code on the MCU waits until a pulse is sent to start reading the values of the 
signal. It acts as a starting pulse. The MCU then starts listening to the binary signal 
sent by the cabinet and starts decoding it. If the reader checks the dimensions of the 
frame it can be seen that the linear motion has 56cm of range. The binary number that 
needs to be sent has to cover that range to be able to take the most of the 7th DOF. 
For that reason 9 bits are taken into account because 512 will be able to profit most of 
the range. 
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3 The linear motion  

3.1.5. The driver 
The motor is responsible to move the robot along the installed x axis. However, a 
driver needs to be implemented to communicate the MCU and the motor. 
The MCU is the brain of the board and is used to send control signals. In order to take 
over a motor a PWM signal is one of the best options. The motor receives an 
analogue signal generated from the DAC  of the MCU. Nevertheless, the signal 9

sourced on the MCU has not relevant power to even start the motor. The driver takes 
this duty. It amplifies the PWM by boosting it with both current and voltage. For that 
reason a similar configuration close to a Darlington bridge has been used as seen in 
Figure 3.4. 

Figure 3.4 Darlington bridge [14] 
The configuration used is not exactly a Darlington bridge though, the collectors from 
both transistors are not connected together. The transistor connected directly to the 
MCU has its collector connected to 5V and the other transistor to a signal from 0 to 
24V. However, the principle is still the same. By having those transistors in that 
configuration the current is substantially amplified and able to drive the motor. 
Besides the amplification, there are other considerations that need to be taken into 
account. Due to the natural behavior of a motor which is purely an inductance the 
driving transistor needs to be protected. 

!     (2) 

According to equation 2, if the current changes suddenly over time, the voltage can 
dangerously increase for a short period of time. This situation occurs whenever the 
transistor opens and closes. In spite of the short existence of the voltage spike, the 
voltage can be so high that can damage/destroy the driving transistor. To deal with 
that problem a diode is connected parallel to the motor so the current can travel freely 
even when the transistor is open. Figure 3.5 exemplifies this situation. 

vL (t) = L
di
dt
[V ]

 Digital-to-analogue converter9
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3 The linear motion 

Figure 3.5 Protection diode on a motor driver [15],[16] 
In addition to the diode there are also a resistor and a capacitor in parallel with the 
motor. Their duty is to filter high frequencies that can be within the voltage signal 
driving the motor and guarantee a better performance. The addition of this RC circuit 
is commonly known when designing drivers and it is called “RC snubber” in this case 
[17],[18].  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4. The software 

The software has been the most challenging part of the thesis. A completely new 
design, based on usual 3D printers, has been developed. By going through this 
section the reader is going to be familiarized with the different steps of the 
development. 

4.1. Grafical User Interface 
Every time software is developed a lot of programming is required. However it is 
essential to implement a GUI so it becomes user-friendly. In Figure 4.1 the GUI used 
in this project can be seen. 

Figure 4.1 GUI 
It utilizes most basic functions found in usual 3D printing software. A browser 
(number 1) is used to load the CAD file that is going to be processed and printed. On 
the right side of the Browser button the file path appears to confirm it has been 
loaded. 
In number 2 are the different parameters that the user can change. The “Layer height” 
can be adjusted depending on the accuracy needed and the extruder used. 
Furthermore, the “Printing speed” can also be adjusted. This parameter should be 
carefully chosen according to the extrusion rate decided on the extruder. The reason 
why the button has been added is that it can be used for different extruders that might 
be designed for the printer in the future or even for any other concrete 3D printer 
working with RAPID code. The remaining parameters are defining the nozzle 
dimensions. Their appearance on the software has the same explanation used for the 
“printing speed”. In case the extruder gets modified it is still possible to easily use the 
same software. 
The buttons shown on number 3 are used to preview the CAD drawing, preview the 
sliced CAD and generate the RAPID code. The first one is used to display the 
potential print. The second shows the sliced print with the specified layer height. 
Finally, the last button generates the RAPID code used for the robot to work as 
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4 The software 

programmed. Additionally, a figure showing the path planning used by the robot is 
exposed together with the sliced CAD. That way it makes it easier to debug the 
program in case any error has been found. 
The center coordinates on number 4 are used to specify the desired center point of the 
print. This feature is useful if a piece needs to accurately be positioned at some point 
in the robot’s working range. 
Number 5 shows the “View control panel” where the design is shown. In addition, 
extra buttons on the right are provided to be able to have a more accurate vision of the 
3D CAD design. The “clear axes” button is used to delete all information shown in 
the figure. 
Number 6 is a basic manual provided to help the user to use the GUI. It explains the 
steps needed to be followed to successfully generate the RAPID code. 
Finally, the “exit” button in red clarifies that once pressed the GUI is closed. 

4.2. Reading an STL file 
In order to start processing a CAD drawing the right file format needs to be provided. 
In that case, and as in normal 3D printers, the file extension has to be .STL. That 
extension divides the drawing into many triangles (N) that define the whole piece 
[19]. In Appendix B the stlread.m file can be found. 
To accomplish this goal an already defined script analyzing an .stl has been 
downloaded [20]. The script saves relevant information from the CAD drawing that is 
posteriorly processed. The data acquired is composed by: 
- the F vector which stores the information of the triangle faces. It is composed by 

natural numbers organized in a Nx3 vector so that every row represents a triangle 
composed by the 3 numbered vertices. 

- the V vector which stores the information of the triangle vertices. It is organized in 
a 3Nx3 vector where every row represent the x,y and z coordinates of a triangle 
point respectively. 

- the N vector which stores the information of the triangle’s face normals. It has the 
same dimensions as the F vector (Nx3) and every row represents the corresponding 
F row triangle normal. It is always pointing outside the material. 

The information obtained is enough to analyze it and start slicing the drawing. 
However the way the F vector is created is not as efficient as possible. When it is 
created it is possible to find redundant information. Let’s consider the solid in Figure 
4.2. 
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4 The software 

Figure 4.2 A four triangle solid 
If the F vector is analyzed it is possible to see that it is composed with four triangles 
with apparently different vertices. 

Table 4.1 The F vector without optimization 

However, most vertices are repeated as it can be seen in the vertices matrix V on 
Table 4.2. 

1 1 2 3

2 4 5 6

3 7 8 9

4 10 11 12
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4 The software 

Table 4.2 The V vector without optimization

For example, from Table 4.2 it is possible to see that vertices 1,6 and 12 are the same. 
That means the vertex in those rows is shared by 3 triangles. If the optimization is 
applied a new vector of faces and vertices is generated but the dimensions of the 
second one will be reduced significantly. This concept is important if more complex 
designs are processed because it can simplify the calculations and save time. In Table 
4.3 the new V vector is shown to justify that argumentation. 

Table 4.3 The V vector optimized 

In order to finally clarify this example on Table 4.4 it is possible to see the 
corresponding F Table to Table 4.3. 

Table 4.4 The F vector optimized 

1 -25 0 -25

2 10,7 0,27 0

3 -25 0 25

4 0 50 0

5 10,7 0,27 0

6 -25 0 -25

7 -25 0 25

8 10,7 0,27 0

9 0 50 0

10 -25 0 25

11 0 50 0

12 -25 0 -25

1 -25 0 -25

2 10,7 0,27 0

3 -25 0 25

4 0 50 0

1 1 2 3

2 4 2 1

3 3 2 4

4 3 4 1
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4 The software 

The script with that optimization can be found in Appendix C. 

5.3. The Slicer 
In the following sections descriptions of why and how the slicer has been developed 
are given. The “First considerations” section explains why a slicer with MATLAB has 
been programmed and “The program” section describes how it has been done. 

5.3.1.First considerations 
The first step to start processing a CAD drawing is slicing it. 3D printers are also 
known by the name “additive manufacturing” [21] and it works by depositing 
material on discretized layers. 
For this project there were two options to have this step done: 

1. A slicer chosen among the commonly used for plastic 3D printers 
2. A new slicer developed from scratch using MATLAB 

First option was very attractive. There was no development required and it was saving 
a large amount of time. However, there are two disadvantages with this solution. 
Normal slicers [22] and [23] come with the path algorithm already integrated with G-
code. That fact is not suitable for the project mainly because the manipulator (IRB 
140) is programmed with RAPID code. Somebody could think that by developing an 
easy program to translate G-code to RAPID code could be done and the software 
could rapidly be ready. Nevertheless there are many constraints that are applied in 
concrete 3D printing which are not with plastic. Concrete needs to be added 
continuously otherwise the resistance of the print cannot be guaranteed and just 
because of this fact the whole path planning algorithm changes completely. Further 
details are described in section 4.4 “Path Algorithm”. 
The other disadvantage was that data from slicing needs to be collected somehow in 
order to proceed designing the path algorithm. Some free slicers offer the slicing 
service like [22] and [23] but there is no way of getting the sliced data. They normally 
integrate a G-code generator. 
The second option is obviously more tedious. Research on geometry has to be done. 
The positive fact is its flexibility. It is possible to decide how data can be stored and 
analyzed. 
Considering that programming a slicer is not so complex and that commercialized 
slicers are not supporting RAPID code generation or continuous printing the second 
option has been chosen. 

4.3.2.The program 
The MATLAB code for the slicer is documented in Appendix D together with the 
path algorithm. However, in this section, the theoretical concept followed is 
described. 
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4 The software 

An STL file is formed by triangles that, all together, conform a drawing. In order to 
get the information from the solid and add it into z discretized planes different 
triangle cases have to be considered as shown in Figure 4.3. 
 

Figure 4.3 The different triangle options [24] 
The important concept of the slicer is to be able to identify the different triangle 
options (Figure 4.3) and be able to project them in the processed z plane. However, in 
the program developed “triangles on the plane” have finally not been consider. Every 
“triangle on a plane” is redundant because they do not necessarily limit the piece and 
in case they do there is always another non planar triangle with the same information. 
Figure 4.4 shows an example to explain why planar triangles are not considered. 

Figure 4.4 Pyramid example 
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4 The software 

The pyramid in Figure 4.4 is formed by 4 triangles. If the triangle seen on the base is 
considered the one in the bottom it can be considered to belong to plane z = 0. 
However, although it defines the limits on the base it does not add any extra 
information. The other faces, when projected generate the same base triangle on plane 
z = 0. 
Coming back to the program itself, in the beginning the algorithm starts identifying 
each triangle when reading the faces and vertices vectors. First, every triangle is read 
depending on the height of its vertices and identified according to its type: 

1. The 2nd highest point intersects the plane. The intersection of the triangle 
with the corresponding z plane is projected. 

2. Two vertices intersect with the plane: 

• The highest and second highest point are in the plane. The line between 
these two points is added to the plane. 

• The lowest and second highest point are in the plane. As in the previous 
result, the line between both points is added to the plane. 

3. The triangle intersects the plane. 

• The intersection is between the highest and the second highest point. Their 
intersection is added to the plane. 

• The intersection is between the lowest and the second highest point. Their 
intersection is added to the plane. 

As it was stated before, the data projected on the plane is always the actual 
intersection with the triangle. This way the data is always unique and it is not 
repeated with the projection of other triangles. Figure 4.5 shows an example of the 
chair set as the goal in the project. 

Figure 4.5 The CAD drawing of the chair 
In Figure 4.6 the corresponding sliced chair is shown so the reader gets an idea of 
how the sliced piece looks like. 
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4 The software 

Figure 4.6 The chair sliced 

4.4. Path Algorithm 

4.4.1. Discretization 
Once the slicer is set, the program is ready to process the data and organize the 
robot’s path planning. As an important remark, it is important to say that the path is 
calculated at the same time a layer has been sliced which means that the program 
slices and calculates the path planning at the same time. In other words, the program 
processes a layer at a time. 
Each processed layer is stored in a vector called TRI0. It gathers information about 
the solid and empty borders of the design for the actual plane that is been processed. 
In order to discretize the projection on the plane imaginary lines are drawn along the 
plane. The separation between those is constant and has the same value as the nozzle 
width. The intersections of every line with the projected piece on the actual z plane is 
identified and stored. Figure 4.7 shows the intersections of the imaginary lines with 
the processed z plane. 

Figure 4.7 Example of a plane with the line intersections 
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4 The software 

The intersections are stored in another vector called TRIintersect. With the 
information gathered in that vector it is possible to define which parts are solid and 
which are not. In other words, a solid part switches to hollow after an intersection. 
That phenomenon is very useful to discretize the plane because it is possible to 
clearly identify the contours of the design. 
The discretization is done by creating a matrix (mat) such that its cell dimensions 
corresponds to the nozzle width (x axis) and nozzle length (y axes). The intersections 
shown in Figure 4.7 are then translated into the new matrix. The solid parts are coded 
with 1 while the hollow ones with 0. Table 4.5 shows the matrix mat with the layer in 
Figure 4.7 coded. 

Table 4.5 Discretization of Figure 4.7 

The dimensions are 400x400mm and the width of the layer is 20mm. The nozzle 
width and nozzle length is 20mm so it is possible to appreciate how the solid is 
defined on the peripheries of the matrix representing the visual design. Now the data 
is easier to work with since the design is mathematically read. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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4 The software 

4.4.2. The Hamilton path/cycle 
Before explaining the path algorithm in more detail it is necessary to introduce 
Hamilton’s discovers. He stated that in a graph with a certain amount of vertices if it 
is possible to visit all vertices just once that would be called a Hamiltonian path [25]. 
In the case that two points of a Hamiltonian path are adjacent it becomes a 
Hamiltonian cycle as shown in Figure 4.8. 

Figure 4.8 Hamiltonian cycle example [26] 
Since the material used is concrete and continuous printing is needed the use of the 
Hamiltonian theorems is essential. Concrete will be following the Hamiltonian paths 
or cycles to guarantee that it reaches all points just once so that all points receive the 
same amount of material. 
To implement the Hamilton solution into the software matrix shown on table 4.5 is 
used. Many approaches have been done like [27] and [28] but it is not so trivial when 
the amount of vertices grows. However, most pieces like the chairs that are going to 
be tested are hollow inside and that makes it easier to process and generate the path 
algorithm. 

4.4.3. The algorithm 
Once the matrix has been discretized, the program goes over the matrix mat and 
evaluates all solid values or 1s. Then every solid cell gets the same value as solid 
neighbors are around it. Neighbors are only vertical and horizontal cells so the 
maximum value can be 4. Table 4.6 shows matrix mat once the algorithm has been 
prepared. Then, the matrix can be processed again to generate the actual path 
planning. A pointer starts at a determined cell and starts reading its vertical and 
horizontal neighbors. The pointer will always jump to the cell with lower value and in 
case some are equal to the first one that has been read. Zeros are not considered 
because they symbolize empty spaces that do not belong to the piece. 
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4 The software 

Table 4.6 the matrix mat with the algorithm prepared 

All ones have become twos because every cell has only two neighbors. This is a 
perfect example of a Hamiltonian cycle because as soon as the process starts the 
algorithm will begin to visit all cells just once. An important remark is that every cell 
that will be already visited will be coded with a 5 meaning that it is a cell with an 
impossible value and therefore the pointer would never visit it again. In addition, the 
program knows that when the amount of visited cells is equal to the number of solid 
cells the algorithm should stop. Figure 4.9 shows the results of the algorithm. As in 
the other examples, the blue line represents the sliced piece in the actual plane and the 
red lines represents the programmed robot trajectory. 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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Figure 4.9 Trajectory of the robot simulated in red 
Figure 4.9 shows that both endpoints are not connected but that is done at the same 
time the layer changes so that the beginning point does not have an excess of 
material. That means that the robot moves back to the starting point at the same time 
the nozzle is lifted to the upper layer. 
The program itself can be found in Appendix D together with the slicer in case the 
reader wants to see the algorithm implementation. 

4.4.4. RAPID code generation 
The RAPID code generation is done at the same time the design is sliced and 
processed. In Appendix D the code generation can be found. Every time a cell is 
analyzed with the algorithm a new trajectory point is programmed and saved in a 
TXT file.  

5.5. Robotstudio 
The platform used to execute the robot’s program is called Robotstudio. It has many 
features like performing simulations or online connection. In this project, interest has 
been put on the online linkage so that the code can be uploaded with an ethernet 
connection directly to the controller (IRC5). 
In order to have the program loaded into the robot write access needs to be permitted 
from the FlexPendant. Then, the code has to be copied and pasted into the RAPID 
editor of Robotstudio and the access has to be released again. There might be more 
practical ways of passing the code from one source to another but since it is 
something not crucial in the project not much importance has been given.  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5. The implementation 

This section describes how the whole project was developed. It shows from the first 
printer tests up to the day the goal was reached. 

5.1. Project planning 
The original planning followed can be seen on Table 5.1 

Table 5.1 Predicted project planning 

From the project planning it can be seen how the time was arranged. The first weeks 
were spent getting familiarized with the robot performance and range. That 
information was taken into account when deciding the dimensions of the whole 
printer structure. Meanwhile the aluminum extrusion was arriving the software could 
be designed and debugged. Actually, although the software design lasts 5 weeks 
according to the plan it was tested and improved even when prints prototypes were 
made. 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Robot motion 
familiarization

Robot manual 
learning

Frame design

Software 
design

Frame 
construction

Interfacing: 7th 
axis

Interfacing: 
Extruder

First prototype

3D printer 
improvement

Final prototype
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5.2. Tests 
The development of the extruder was done at the same time the software and frame 
were tested and built. First of all, sand and then porridge were tested because their 
consistency was believed to be closer to concrete. Once the extruder was widely 
tested with different materials it was then finally independently tested with different 
concretes. Trying with usual concrete was not working as wanted. Its workability and 
stiffness was compromised. However, a special mixture was found when contacting 
other master students from V huset which showed good results with the extruder 
used. 
The first test of the printer with concrete was to check for its consistency. It is very 
important that the concrete on the bottom layers is able to handle the weight of the 
upper layers without turning flat. Figure 5.1 shows this first test where a wall of 
around 40 cm high was made. 

Figure 5.1 Consistency test of the concrete 
From that point it was then possible to start testing with actual CAD drawings. A first 
approach was to print a small chair without backrest. Figure 5.2 shows the first design 
of a small chair. 
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Figure 5.2 The first chair printed 
All dimensions are in mm. The width of the chair is 20 mm all over its perimeter. The 
backrest is double the width because at that point the software was not ready to 
follow Hamiltonian paths, only cycles and that was a way of making that part of the 
print to follow a Hamiltonian cycle. In Figure 5.3 the corresponding print can be seen. 

Figure 5.3 The result of printing the chair in Figure 5.2 
The backrest was not present because there was an issue with the software that later 
on was fixed with the next print. Since the linear motion was not ready until late in 
the project just small chairs could be built. The follow up design was of a slightly 
bigger chair with a narrower backrest because the software issue could be fixed. The 
dimensions are shown in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4 The second chair printed 
The results can be seen in Figure 5.5. At that point the software was working properly 
but a new issue appeared. Predicting the robot’s capability of printing is hard. The 
restrictions added by the defined orientation of the nozzle restricts the range into a 
point that is hard to predict. Further in the report, in the section “Future 
improvements” a discussion is generated concerning this topic and the idea of 
applying inverse kinematics is suggested 

Figure 5.5 The result of printing the chair in Figure 5.4 
The inverse kinematics idea was thought quite late in the project and therefore it 
could not be implemented. The chair marked as a target of the project was then 
manually tested with the robot. That means that by carefully deciding the print center 
position and moving the linear motion at strategic points of the print that could be 
possible. 
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Concerning the linear motion device it was able to make it work but without any 
board control. Due to time constraints the board was not tested enough to guarantee a 
good performance when communicating with the cabinet. However, as commented 
above, by testing it could be possible to predict a successful print. The linear motion 
then was controlled manually without any control, by stoping the print at strategic 
points and moving both the robot and the linear motion accordingly. The main idea is 
to show at least that the printer is able to manufacture bigger pieces with an extra 
DOF than the small chairs showed previously. The final chair can be seen designed in 
Figure 5.6. 

Figure 5.6 The design of the aimed chair 
As explained, in Figure 5.7 the printed version of Figure 5.6 can be seen. The reader 
can note how significant is the change when using an external aid, like the 7th DOF 
compared with the second chair printed. Roughly, it is possible to print structures of 
around 400 mm in height without the linear motion as seen in Figure 5.1 and 5.4 
while it is possible to reach around 700 mm with the linear motion’s help as 
confirmed in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7 The final chair 
In Figure 5.8 the final chairs can be seen exposed. 

Figure 5.8 The final products 
After all the testing, it is possible to say that the printer speed is 10mm/s at this point. 
However that fact can change if the extruder is upgraded and a constant feeding rate 
is guaranteed.  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6. Conclusions 

With the successful print of the target proposed in the beginning of the project, the 
new era of concrete 3D printing envisages a promising future. Concrete structures 
could be way more flexible, faster and cheaper to produce.  
Nevertheless, it is important to notice that the way concrete was printed differs 
slightly from common 3D printing. A more common name that is nowadays used is 
“contour crafting” [29]. As explained during the project, concrete needs to be 
continuous when printed in order to ensure its strength. All in all it works with a 
chemical reaction. The main limitation of that concept is the constraints added when 
printing continuously so pieces need to be strictly designed to be done with this 
technic. 
Regarding the printer as it is today, the printing range is probably too small in case 
structures like benches are going to be built. Probably the printer can work as a 
concept design tool when designing furniture other than a proper manufacturing 
machine. 
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7. Future improvements 

This section discusses all possible improvements that could not be made because of 
time constraints or wrong approaches. It is meant to guide people that would like to 
continue with the actual project or develop a similar one and have some previous 
recommendations. 

7.1. The frame 
- The structure can have some improvements when it comes to range optimization. 

As commented before, the robot has a circular range as it can be seen in Figure 
2.2 . An improvement could be to have a circular structure so that bigger pieces 
could be printed. At this point, transportability can be compromised so the frame 
could have two modes: a printing and transportable mode. When the frame needs 
to be moved somewhere some bars could be dismounted or could change their 
position to narrow the structure. As the robot reaches the printing area, these bars 
are reconfigured to gain stability, stiffness and safety when printing. 

- The screws that are used on the structure should be improved to prevent them from 
getting loose. Probably adding special nuts to avoid loosen screws from vibration 
would solve the problem. That improvement is important since the frame could 
move in different terrains which are not flat and generate too much of this 
undesirable vibration. 

- The attachment made between the robot and the frame needs to be upgraded. 
Simulations show that under static loads 10 screws supporting the robot are more 
than enough. However, the momentum transmitted to the supporting screws has 
been hard to predict and therefore a more consolidated calculation/simulation 
should be done. As it is right now, the design can handle low speeds and the robot 
can stretch its arm as far as the joints permit that. If higher speeds of 10 mm/s are 
to be implemented, a recommendation would be to properly simulate the 
mechanical attachment and act accordingly. 

- In order to optimize the robot range and prioritize between wider but low and 
narrow but higher pieces linear actuators to control the frame hight should be 
added. The actual design has been specifically designed to be able to print the 
aimed chair with a specific extruder. However if the extruder height is changed the 
robot height should be corrected accordingly. For that reason a prismatic actuator 
that could lift the frame could make it more flexible so it can print different 
designs. 

7.2. The software 
The software is probably the part that needs more research and improvement. In spite 
of the good results acquired it is obvious that there is still a long way to acquire a 
good level of robustness.  
- The structure needs to be changed to gain more efficiency and organization. Right 

now the program processes everything together at once. That is not a big deal if 
simple designs are considered. However the more complex designs the longer time 
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would take to process. The best way to solve that issue would be to slice the piece 
just once and save the acquired data into a matrix. That way the RAPID code 
generation would just require to go through every layer stored in that matrix 
without having to slice the STL file again. 

- The path algorithm works for a restrict group of designs. In order for it to work 
properly the print candidate needs to be made of walls as thick as the nozzle, 
satisfy the Hamiltonian path constraint and composed of right angles only. 
Curvatures, arcs or circles cannot be made and it is a field of improvement. When 
the design is discretized the matrix cells are as big as the nozzle which means that 
the resolution is very poor. In addition, the program does not check for diagonal 
neighbors. An easy and efficient solution could be to significantly reduce the cell 
size to improve resolution and check for diagonal neighbors as well to be able to 
print rounded shapes. 

- Whenever a print with different height within the design wants to be printed (like 
the chair in this project) the starting point of the print should be carefully decided. 
That fact has a lot to do with the Hamiltonian path. If the print starts at a wrong 
point the program will stop because the print cannot be calculated. Figure 7.1 
shows the aimed chair when starting at a wrong point. 

Figure 7.1 Example of a wrong starting point 
As it can be seen, the starting point is wrong and therefore the backrest is not cover 
properly. This problem can be solved by identifying the highest point on the design 
and start from its projection in the plane z = 0. 
- One of the disadvantages of using a robotic arm as a 3D printer is that it is hard to 

predict if the print will be possible to be done without the complain of a joint. The 
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robot has a range specified [2] but it is even more limited due to the orientation. A 
normal 3D printer has 3 axes and a cubic volume where to print but it is more 
complex when it comes to robotic arms. Many times happened that the print had to 
be cancelled due to a singularity in a certain joint. Regarding the aimed chair 
several tests have been done in advance to make sure it was able to be printed with 
the linear motion device. However, the methods used are not robust and not 
applicable to other big designs. The best solution that has commonly been studied 
in the robotic field is to apply inverse kinematics [30-32]. This science predicts 
every joint angle for every point and orientation on space. Adding a program to 
predict every position guarantees that the print could be done, otherwise the linear 
motion could be used to recalculate a new position. By iterating many times the 
program can come up with a feasible solution. 

7.3. Linear motion 
- The overall setup needs to be improved. Right now the motor attachment is not 

very robust so the design of a more steady attachment would be better. 
- The motor itself should be upgraded. The one used now can hardly reach 10mm/s 

along the x axis at 24V (nominal voltage). Adding a stronger and faster motor is 
recommended to actually be more accurate and be able to apply a controlled signal 
like a PI. As it is right now it only switches on and off so no control is applied 
because it already reaches the nominal printing speed at its nominal voltage. 

- The friction of the device needs to be reduced. Not only the threaded rod or the 
rails have friction but also the tables of the robot. Those slide along a structural bar 
from the back part of the frame. A solution has been added by implementing two 
wheels on the profile but the setup has been done late in the project schedule and 
can be way more robust. 

- The board has got many problems during its creation. Although the mistakes done 
during the design have been solved the board is really worn out and thus needs to 
be redone. Furthermore, other features should be added concerning safety.  

• There is no mechanism to prevent the sliding platform to collide with the 
frame. By adding end stop switches like the ones used in small plastic 3D 
printers the problem can be solved. 

• The motor can only turn towards a unique direction depending on the 
connection of the cables. That feature should also be needed to control the 
direction of the sliding platform. 

• Since the MCU used (the attiny84) is already using all its ports a bigger MCU 
should be added. An atmega88 micro controller could be a good option as it has 
the double amount of pins and more features than the actual one. 

7.4. The robot 
- A safety limitation could be added to prevent the robot to collide with the frame. 

That is easy to implement by limiting certain joints. During the project that work 
has been done but it needs to be improved because sometimes the robot was too 
limited and was not able to reach certain positions.  
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- Before starting the project, the robot was standing on its normal position, laying on 
its base. However, as it changed to an upside down position it would be 
recommended to recalibrate it to make sure all its accuracy is optimized.  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A.: ABB IRB 140 Specifications 

Figure A.1 Robot specifications [2]  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Appendix B: MATLAB program stlread.m  

B.: MATLAB program stlread.m 

1. function varargout = stlread(file)
2. % STLREAD imports geometry from an STL file into MATLAB.
3. %    FV = STLREAD(FILENAME) imports triangular faces from 

the ASCII or binary
4. %    STL file idicated by FILENAME, and returns the patch 

struct FV, with fields
5. %    'faces' and 'vertices'.
6. %
7. %    [F,V] = STLREAD(FILENAME) returns the faces F and 

vertices V separately.
8. %
9. %    [F,V,N] = STLREAD(FILENAME) also returns the face 

normal vectors.
10.%
11.%    The faces and vertices are arranged in the format used 

by the PATCH plot
12.%    object.
13. 
14.% Copyright 2011 The MathWorks, Inc.
15. 
16.    if ~exist(file,'file')
17.        error(['File ''%s'' not found. If the file is not on 

MATLAB''s path' ...
18.               ', be sure to specify the full path to the 

file.'], file);
19.    end
20.    
21.    fid = fopen(file,'r');    
22.    if ~isempty(ferror(fid))
23.        error(lasterror); %#ok
24.    end
25.    
26.    M = fread(fid,inf,'uint8=>uint8');
27.    fclose(fid);
28.    
29.    [f,v,n] = stlbinary(M);
30.    %if( isbinary(M) ) % This may not be a reliable test
31.    %    [f,v,n] = stlbinary(M);
32.    %else
33.    %    [f,v,n] = stlascii(M);
34.    %end
35.    
36.    varargout = cell(1,nargout);
37.    switch nargout        
38.        case 2
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39.            varargout{1} = f;
40.            varargout{2} = v;
41.        case 3
42.            varargout{1} = f;
43.            varargout{2} = v;
44.            varargout{3} = n;
45.        otherwise
46.            varargout{1} = struct('faces',f,'vertices',v);
47.    end
48. 
49.end
50. 
51. 
52.function [F,V,N] = stlbinary(M)
53. 
54.    F = [];
55.    V = [];
56.    N = [];
57.    
58.    if length(M) < 84
59.        error('MATLAB:stlread:incorrectFormat', ...
60.              'Incomplete header information in binary STL 

file.');
61.    end
62.    
63.    % Bytes 81-84 are an unsigned 32-bit integer specifying 

the number of faces
64.    % that follow.
65.    numFaces = typecast(M(81:84),'uint32');
66.    %numFaces = double(numFaces);
67.    if numFaces == 0
68.        warning('MATLAB:stlread:nodata','No data in STL 

file.');
69.        return
70.    end
71.    
72.    T = M(85:end);
73.    F = NaN(numFaces,3);
74.    V = NaN(3*numFaces,3);
75.    N = NaN(numFaces,3);
76.    
77.    numRead = 0;
78.    while numRead < numFaces
79.        % Each facet is 50 bytes
80.        %  - Three single precision values specifying the 

face normal vector
81.        %  - Three single precision values specifying the 

first vertex (XYZ)
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82.        %  - Three single precision values specifying the 
second vertex (XYZ)

83.        %  - Three single precision values specifying the 
third vertex (XYZ)

84.        %  - Two unused bytes
85.        i1    = 50 * numRead + 1;
86.        i2    = i1 + 50 - 1;
87.        facet = T(i1:i2)';
88.        
89.        n  = typecast(facet(1:12),'single');
90.        v1 = typecast(facet(13:24),'single');
91.        v2 = typecast(facet(25:36),'single');
92.        v3 = typecast(facet(37:48),'single');
93.        
94.        n = double(n);
95.        v = double([v1; v2; v3]);
96.        
97.        % Figure out where to fit these new vertices, and 

the face, in the
98.        % larger F and V collections.        
99.        fInd  = numRead + 1;        
100.        vInd1 = 3 * (fInd - 1) + 1;
101.        vInd2 = vInd1 + 3 - 1;
102.        
103.        V(vInd1:vInd2,:) = v;
104.        F(fInd,:)        = vInd1:vInd2;
105.        N(fInd,:)        = n;
106.        
107.        numRead = numRead + 1;
108.    end
109.    
110.end
111. 
112. 
113.function [F,V,N] = stlascii(M)
114.    warning('MATLAB:stlread:ascii','ASCII STL files 

currently not supported.');
115.    F = [];
116.    V = [];
117.    N = [];
118.end
119. 
120.% TODO: Change the testing criteria! Some binary STL files 

still begin with
121.% 'solid'.
122.function tf = isbinary(A)
123.% ISBINARY uses the first line of an STL file to identify 

its format.
124.    if isempty(A) || length(A) < 5
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125.        error('MATLAB:stlread:incorrectFormat', ...
126.              'File does not appear to be an ASCII or 

binary STL file.');
127.    end    
128.    if strcmpi('solid',char(A(1:5)'))
129.        tf = false; % ASCII
130.    else
131.        tf = true;  % Binary
132.    end
133.end
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C.: MATLAB program lazytocompact.m 

1. %% Reading stl file
2.  
3. fullpathname = evalin('base','fullpathname');
4. [F,V,N] = stlread(fullpathname);
5. fv = stlread(fullpathname); 
6. set(gcf,'Name','GUI Panel'); %defines the GUI panel name
7.  
8. NV = size(V,1); %NV is the new vertices vector
9. NF = size(F,1); %NF is the new faces vector
10. 
11.%% Converting from lazy to compact algorithm
12. 
13.k = 1;  %Pointer for the old matrix
14.l = 1;  %Pointer for the new matrix
15. 
16.foundOne = 0; %Variable that says if a value was found
17.for k = 1 : NV
18.    for j = 1 : 3
19.        if (abs(V(k,j))<0.001)
20.            V(k,j) = 0;
21.        end
22.    end
23.end
24.for k = 1 : NV
25.    for j = k : NV  %Goes through the whole matrix
26.        if (V(j,3) ~= -1)  %Check if there is already one 

checked
27.            if (V(k,1) == V(j,1) && V(k,2) == V(j,2) && V(k,

3) == V(j,3))
28.          %if any of the matrix values is the same 

neutralize it with a -1
29.                VC(l,1) = V(j,1);
30.                VC(l,2) = V(j,2);
31.                VC(l,3) = V(j,3);
32.                if (foundOne > 0)
33.                    V(j,3) = -1;
34.                end
35.                foundOne = foundOne +1;
36.                h = j-0.5;
37.                if (mod(j,3) == 0)
38.                    FC(floor(h/3)+1,3) = l;
39.                else
40.                    FC(floor(h/3)+1,mod(j,3)) = l;
41.                end
42.            end
43.        end
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44.    end
45.    if (foundOne > 0)
46.        l = l + 1;
47.    end
48.    foundOne = 0;
49.end
50. 
51.for k = 1 : NF
52.    for j = 1 : 3
53.        if (abs(N(k,j))<0.001)
54.            N(k,j) = 0;
55.        end
56.    end
57.end
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1. lazytocompact;
2.  
3. NF = size(F,1);
4. NV = size(VC,1);
5.  
6.  
7. %% Slicing
8.  
9. center_x = 225;  %center x
10.center_y = 0;    %center y
11.center_z = 1025; %center z
12. 
13.%Quaternion defining the tool orientation. For the extruder 

used that was
14.%those were the best values.
15. 
16.q1 = 0.26704; 
17.q2 = 0.01958;
18.q3 = 0.00767;
19.q4 = -0.96346;
20. 
21.tool = 'tool0'; %defines the tool in RAPID
22. 
23.rapf = fopen('RAPID.txt','wt'); %opens a text file were the 

RAPID code
24.%will be saved
25. 
26.layer_height = evalin('base','layer_height')-0.01; %gets the 

layer height
27.nozzle_width = evalin('base','nozzle_width');      %gets the 

nozzle width
28.nozzle_length = evalin('base','nozzle_length');    %gets the 

nozzle length
29. 
30.speed = evalin('base','speed'); %gets the speed from the GUI
31. 
32.%Defines the variables in the RAPID program
33.fprintf( rapf, 'MODULE CADPrinting\n\n');
34.fprintf( rapf, '  VAR num layer_height;\n');
35.fprintf( rapf, '  VAR num nozzle_width;\n');
36.fprintf( rapf, '  VAR num nozzle_length;\n');
37.fprintf( rapf, '  VAR num center_x;\n');
38.fprintf( rapf, '  VAR num center_y;\n');
39.fprintf( rapf, '  VAR num center_z;\n');
40.fprintf( rapf, '  VAR num q1;\n');
41.fprintf( rapf, '  VAR num q2;\n');
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42.fprintf( rapf, '  VAR num q3;\n');
43.fprintf( rapf, '  VAR num q4;\n');
44.fprintf( rapf, '\n\n\n');
45. 
46. 
47.%Defines the value of the variables
48.fprintf( rapf, '  PROC main()\n');
49.fprintf( rapf, '\n');
50.fprintf( rapf, '    layer_height := %i;\n',layer_height);
51.fprintf( rapf, '    nozzle_width := %i;\n',nozzle_width);
52.fprintf( rapf, '    nozzle_length := %i;\n',nozzle_length);
53.fprintf( rapf, '    center_x := %i;\n',center_x);
54.fprintf( rapf, '    center_y := %i;\n',center_y);
55.fprintf( rapf, '    center_z := %i;\n',center_z);
56.fprintf( rapf, '    q1 := %f;\n',q1);
57.fprintf( rapf, '    q2 := %f;\n',q2);
58.fprintf( rapf, '    q3 := %f;\n',q3);
59.fprintf( rapf, '    q4 := %f;\n',q4);
60.fprintf( rapf, '\n');
61. 
62.%Moves to the center coordinates
63.fprintf( rapf, '    MoveJ [[%i, %i, %i],[%f, %f, %f, %f],[0, 

0, 0, 0],[ 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9]], v%i, fine, %s;
\n',center_x,center_y,center_z,q1,q2,q3,q4,speed,tool);

64. 
65. 
66.height = max(VC(:,3)); %gets the height of the print
67.minz = min(VC(:,3));   %gets the minimum height
68. 
69.z = minz;
70.beginz = 0;
71.last = zeros(1,2);
72. 
73.TRI0 = zeros(10,3); %matrix used to save the intersections 

of the
74.%triangles with the actual plane
75. 
76.zrobot = minz; %inverts the value of z on the robot program
77. 
78.xcel = 0; %the discrete value of x on the matrix mat
79.ycel = 0; %the discrete value of y on the matrix mat
80. 
81.xbegin = 0; %the value of the cel in x on which the 

algorithm has to start
82.ybegin = 0; %the value of the cel in y on which the 

algorithm has to start
83.linear = 0; %under construction. In case the linear motion 

is used states
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84.%the distance the linear motion needs to move so the printer 
can print.

85. 
86.while (z <= height) %the algorithm starts   
87.    p = 0;    
88.   for tri = 1 : NF
89.    %% Sorts the values of every vertex by its height on the 

t vector
90.       a = VC(FC(tri,1),3);
91.       b = VC(FC(tri,2),3);
92.       c = VC(FC(tri,3),3);
93.       if (a>=b && a>=c)
94.          maxp = a;
95.          if (b>c)
96.              medp = b;
97.              minp = c;
98.              t = [1 2 3];
99.          else
100.              medp = c;
101.              minp = b;
102.              t = [1 3 2];
103.          end
104.       end
105.        if (b>=a && b>=c)
106.          maxp = b;
107.          if (a>c)
108.              medp = a;
109.              minp = c;
110.              t = [2 1 3];
111.          else
112.              medp = c;
113.              minp = a;
114.              t = [2 3 1];
115.          end
116.        end
117.        if (c>=a && c>=b)
118.            maxp = c;
119.            if (a>b)
120.              medp = a;
121.              minp = b;
122.              t = [3 1 2];
123.            else
124.              medp = b;
125.              minp = a;
126.              t = [3 2 1];
127.            end
128.        end
129.        %% Identifies every triangle and gets its 

intersections
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130.         %second highest vertex in the plane
131.        if (medp == z && maxp ~= z && minp ~=z)                   
132.              for i = 1 : 3
133.                 TRI0(p+1,i) = VC(FC(tri,t(2)),i);
134.              end
135.              p = p + 1;                       
136.              trec = (z - minp)/(maxp - minp);
137.              for i = 1 : 3
138.                TRI0(p+1,i) = VC(FC(tri,t(3)),i) + 

trec*(VC(FC(tri,t(1)),i) - VC(FC(tri,t(3)),i));  % 2 point 
on the edge of the triangle but still belonging to the plane

139.              end
140.              p = p + 1;                                                           
141.        end                                                         
142.       if ((maxp == z && medp == z && minp~=z) || (minp == 

z && medp == z && maxp~=z))  %2 vertices on the plane
143.          if ((maxp == z && medp == z && minp~=z))
144.              if (N(tri,3) <= 0)
145.                 for i = 1 : 2
146.                    for j = 1 : 3
147.                        TRI0(p+i,j) = VC(FC(tri,t(i)),j);                                              
148.                    end                    
149.                 end
150.                 p = p + 2;                                     
151.              end
152.          end          
153.          if ((minp == z && medp == z && maxp~=z))
154.              if (N(tri,3) >= 0)
155.                 for i = 1 : 2
156.                    for j = 1 : 3
157.                        TRI0(p+i,j) = VC(FC(tri,t(i+1)),j);                         
158.                    end                    
159.                 end
160.                 p = p + 2;                                                      
161.              end
162.          end
163.       end
164.       if ((maxp-z)*(minp-z) < 0)   %triangle intersects 

with the plane
165.           TRI(tri,2) = 1;   %every 1 means that the 

indexed triangle intersects with the slicer plane
166.           if ((maxp-z)*(medp-z) < 0)  %plane crossing 

between middle point and higher point              
167.              trec = (z - medp)/(maxp - medp);
168.              for i = 1 : 3
169.                TRI0(p+1,i) = VC(FC(tri,t(2)),i) + 

trec*(VC(FC(tri,t(1)),i) - VC(FC(tri,t(2)),i));  % 1 point 
on the edge of the triangle but still belonging to the plane
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170.              end
171.              p = p + 1;
172.              trec = (z - minp)/(maxp - minp);
173.              for i = 1 : 3
174.                TRI0(p+1,i) = VC(FC(tri,t(3)),i) + 

trec*(VC(FC(tri,t(1)),i) - VC(FC(tri,t(3)),i));  % 2 point 
on the edge of the triangle but still belonging to the plane

175.              end
176.              p = p + 1;                      
177.           end           
178.           if ((minp-z)*(medp-z) < 0)
179.              trec = (z - medp)/(minp - medp);
180.              for i = 1 : 3
181.                TRI0(p+1,i) = VC(FC(tri,t(2)),i) + 

trec*(VC(FC(tri,t(3)),i) - VC(FC(tri,t(2)),i));  % 1 point 
on the edge of the triangle but still belonging to the plane

182.              end
183.              p = p + 1;
184. 
185.              trec = (z - maxp)/(minp - maxp);
186.              for i = 1 : 3
187.                TRI0(p+1,i) = VC(FC(tri,t(1)),i) + 

trec*(VC(FC(tri,t(3)),i) - VC(FC(tri,t(1)),i));  % 2 point 
on the edge of the triangle but still belonging to the plane

188.              end
189.              p = p + 1;                                    
190.           end
191.       end       
192.   end
193.   %% Plots every plane
194.   
195.   j = 1;
196.   while (j<=p)
197.        plot3(TRI0(j:j+1,1),TRI0(j:j+1,2),TRI0(j:j

+1,3),'blue'); 
198.        hold on
199.        j = j + 2;
200.   end
201.   axis('image');
202.   view([-135 45]);
203.   
204.%% Path planning
205.   
206.   minx = min(TRI0(:,1)); %minimum value of x on the plane
207.   maxx = max(TRI0(:,1)); %maximum value of x on the plane
208.   miny = min(TRI0(:,2)); %minimum value of y on the plane
209.   maxy = max(TRI0(:,2)); %maximum value of y on the plane
210.   
211.   
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212.   xside = maxx - minx; %defines the x side of the piece
213.   yside = maxy - miny; %defines the y side of the piece
214.   
215.   %defines the real robot coordinates for x and y 

according to the center
216.   %defined
217.   transformx = -(xside/2 + minx) + center_x;
218.   transformy = -(yside/2 + miny) + center_y;
219.   
220.   x = minx + nozzle_width/2;
221.   %matrix that discretizes the robot path
222.   mat = zeros(floor((xside)/nozzle_width),floor((yside)/

nozzle_length));
223.   iy = 1;
224.    for ix = 1 : size(mat,1)
225.        
226.        i = 1;
227.            u = 0; %counter for intersections
228.            TRIintersect = []; %stores the intersections 

within the plane 
229.            %perimeter at a nozzle width distance
230.            %% Gets the intersections on the plane
231.           while  (i<=p)
232.               
233.               if (TRI0(i,1)-TRI0(i+1,1) ~= 0)
234.                   m = (TRI0(i+1,2) - TRI0(i,2))/(TRI0(i

+1,1) - TRI0(i,1));
235.                   b = m*TRI0(i,1);
236.                   if (TRI0(i,2)>=TRI0(i+1,2))
237.                       maxty = TRI0(i,2);
238.                       minty = TRI0(i+1,2);
239.                   else
240.                       maxty = TRI0(i+1,2);
241.                       minty = TRI0(i,2);
242.                   end
243.                   if (TRI0(i,1)>=TRI0(i+1,1))
244.                       maxtx = TRI0(i,1);
245.                       mintx = TRI0(i+1,1);
246.                   else
247.                       maxtx = TRI0(i+1,1);
248.                       mintx = TRI0(i,1);
249.                   end
250.                   
251.                       if ((m*(x-0.09) - b + TRI0(i,

2))<=maxty && (m*(x-0.09) - b + TRI0(i,2)>=minty) && 
(x-0.09>=mintx) && (x-0.09<=maxtx))

252.                            u = u + 1;
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253.                            TRIintersect(u) = m*x - b + 
TRI0(i,2);

254.                            
%scatter3(x,TRIintersect(u),z,'red'); %shows

255.                            %the intersections
256.                            hold on
257. 
258.                       end
259.                  
260.               end
261.           
262.               i = i + 2;
263.            end
264.           [TRIintersect] = unique(TRIintersect,'rows'); 

%removes repeated
265.           %intersections
266.           u = size(TRIintersect,2);
267.           TRIintersect = sort(TRIintersect);
268.           %fills the mat matrix with 1s if it is solid 

otherwise with 0
269.           for k = 1 : u
270.               if (mod(k,2) == 0)
271.                   aux1 = (TRIintersect(k) - miny)/

nozzle_length;
272.                   aux0 = (TRIintersect(k-1) - miny)/

nozzle_length;
273.                   
274.                   mat(ix,(aux0+1): aux0 + abs(aux1-aux0)) 

= 1;
275.               end
276.           end
277.              x = nozzle_width+x;
278.    end
279.    cell_num = 0; % counts how many cells are solid
280.    %% Prepares the path planning 
281.    %Valuates how easy or difficult it is to reach a 

specific cell
282.    
283.   for l = 1 : size(mat,1)
284.       for n = 1 : size(mat,2)           
285.            if (l > 1 && mat(l - 1, n) > 0 && mat(l,n) > 0)
286.                mat(l,n) = mat(l,n) + 1;
287.            end
288.            if (n > 1 && mat(l, n - 1) > 0 && mat(l,n) > 0)
289.                mat(l,n) = mat(l,n) + 1;
290.            end
291.            if (n < size(mat,2) && mat(l, n + 1) > 0 && 

mat(l,n) > 0)
292.                mat(l,n) = mat(l,n) + 1;
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293.            end
294.            if (l < size(mat,1) && mat(l + 1, n) > 0 && 

mat(l,n) > 0)
295.                mat(l,n) = mat(l,n) + 1;
296.            end
297.            if (mat(l,n) > 0)
298.                mat(l,n) = mat(l,n) - 1;
299.                cell_num = cell_num + 1;              
300.            end
301.       end
302.   end
303.   
304.   cell_counter = 1; % counter to compare with cell_num
305.   xoffset = minx + nozzle_width/2;
306.   yoffset = miny + nozzle_length/2;   
307. 
308.   %Defines where xcel and ycel should start the algorithm
309.   if (z == 0)
310.       for l = 1 : size(mat,1)
311. 
312.               if (mat(l,1)>0)
313.                   xcel = l;
314.                   ycel = 1;
315.                   l = size(mat,1);
316.               end
317. 
318.       end
319.   end
320.   
321. xcel = 1;
322. 
323. xbegin = xcel;
324. ybegin = ycel;
325.   %% Generates the path for the robot for every plane by 

following the
326.   %smaller numbers in the matrix
327.   while (cell_counter<cell_num)
328.       
329.        cell_counter = cell_counter + 1;
330.       upper_cel = 5;
331.       left_cel = 5;
332.       right_cel = 5;
333.       lower_cel = 5;
334.       if (xcel > 1)
335.                upper_cel = mat(xcel - 1,ycel);
336.                if (upper_cel == 0)
337.                    upper_cel = 5;
338.                end
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339.       end
340.       if (ycel > 1)
341.                left_cel = mat(xcel,ycel - 1);
342.                if (left_cel == 0)
343.                    left_cel = 5;
344.                end
345.       end
346.       if (xcel < size(mat,1))
347.                lower_cel = mat(xcel + 1,ycel);
348.                if (lower_cel == 0)
349.                    lower_cel = 5;
350.                end
351.       end
352.       if (ycel < size(mat,2))
353.                right_cel = mat(xcel,ycel + 1);
354.                if (right_cel == 0)
355.                    right_cel = 5;
356.                end
357.       end
358.       control = 0; %boolean that checks if a cell has been 

found
359.       %and filled
360.       
361.         mat(xcel,ycel) = 5;
362.       
363.       if (upper_cel <= lower_cel && upper_cel <= right_cel 

&& upper_cel <= left_cel && upper_cel ~= 0 && control == 0 
&& xcel > 1)

364.           plot3([(xcel-1)*nozzle_width + xoffset;
(xcel-2)*nozzle_width + xoffset],[(ycel-1)*nozzle_length + 
yoffset;(ycel-1)*nozzle_length + yoffset],[z;z],'red');

365.           hold on
366.           fprintf( rapf, '    MoveL [[%f, %f, %f],[%f, %f, 

%f, %f],[0, 0, 0, 0],[ 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9]], v%i, 
fine, %s;\n',(xcel-2)*nozzle_width + xoffset + transformx + 
linear,(ycel-1)*nozzle_length + yoffset + 
transformy,center_z-z,q1,q2,q3,q4,speed,tool);

367.           control = 1;
368.           xcel = xcel - 1;
369.           
370.       end
371.       if (lower_cel <= upper_cel && lower_cel <= right_cel 

&& lower_cel <= left_cel && lower_cel ~= 0 && control == 0 
&& xcel < size(mat,1))

372.           plot3([(xcel-1)*nozzle_width + xoffset;
(xcel)*nozzle_width + xoffset],[(ycel-1)*nozzle_length + 
yoffset;(ycel-1)*nozzle_length + yoffset],[z;z],'red');

373.           hold on
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374.           fprintf( rapf, '    MoveL [[%f, %f, %f],[%f, %f, 
%f, %f],[0, 0, 0, 0],[ 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9]], v%i, 
fine, %s;\n',(xcel)*nozzle_width + xoffset + transformx + 
linear,(ycel-1)*nozzle_length + yoffset + 
transformy,center_z-z,q1,q2,q3,q4,speed,tool);

375.           control = 1;
376.           xcel = xcel + 1;
377.       end
378.       if (right_cel <= upper_cel && right_cel <= lower_cel 

&& right_cel <= left_cel && right_cel ~= 0 && control == 0 
&& ycel < size(mat,2))

379.           plot3([(xcel-1)*nozzle_width + xoffset;
(xcel-1)*nozzle_width + xoffset],[(ycel-1)*nozzle_length + 
yoffset;(ycel)*nozzle_length + yoffset],[z;z],'red');

380.           hold on
381.           fprintf( rapf, '    MoveL [[%f, %f, %f],[%f, %f, 

%f, %f],[0, 0, 0, 0],[ 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9]], v%i, 
fine, %s;\n',(xcel-1)*nozzle_width + xoffset + transformx + 
linear,(ycel)*nozzle_length + yoffset + transformy,center_z-
z,q1,q2,q3,q4,speed,tool);

382.           control = 1;
383.           ycel = ycel + 1;
384.       end
385.       if (left_cel <= upper_cel && left_cel <= lower_cel 

&& left_cel <= right_cel && left_cel ~= 0 && control == 0 && 
ycel > 1)

386.           plot3([(xcel-1)*nozzle_width + xoffset;
(xcel-1)*nozzle_width + xoffset],[(ycel-1)*nozzle_length + 
yoffset;(ycel-2)*nozzle_length + yoffset],[z;z],'red');

387.           hold on
388.           fprintf( rapf, '    MoveL [[%f, %f, %f],[%f, %f, 

%f, %f],[0, 0, 0, 0],[ 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9, 9E9]], v%i, 
fine, %s;\n',(xcel-1)*nozzle_width + xoffset + transformx + 
linear,(ycel-2)*nozzle_length + yoffset + 
transformy,center_z-z,q1,q2,q3,q4,speed,tool);

389.           control = 1;
390.           ycel = ycel - 1;
391.       end
392.   end
393.   
394.   %States that the pointer xcel and ycel should stay at 

the same point
395.   %the last plane finished so it can start the next layer 

without coming
396.   %back to the beginning. That only should happen when the 

below condition
397.   %is satisfied
398.    if (abs(xcel-xbegin)>2 || abs(ycel-ybegin)>2)
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399.       xbegin = xcel;
400.       ybegin = ycel;
401.    
402.     else
403.    xcel = xbegin;
404.    ycel = ybegin;
405.     end
406.   z = z + layer_height;
407.end
408.%closes the program modul of the RAPID code
409.fprintf( rapf, '  ENDPROC\n');
410.fprintf( rapf, 'ENDMODULE');
411.fclose(rapf);
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